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140 coeds pledge University of Montana sororities during fall rush
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Fall rush at the University of Montana, Missoula, ended Sept. 27, with 140 coeds pledging UM's seven social sororities.

Alpha Phi (AP) led the pledge list with 29 new members. Kappa Kappa Gamma (KKG) pledged 28; Delta Gamma (DG), 27; Delta Delta Delta (DDD), 25; Kappa Alpha Theta (KAT), 18; Sigma Kappa (SK), 10, and Alpha Omicron Pi (AOP), three.

A list of pledges, alphabetized by hometown, follows:

MONTANA

AUGUSTA: Sharon Mirehouse, AP.
BAKER: Shirley Davis, SK.
BIG TIMBER: Linda Clayton, DG.
BILLINGS: Mary J. Bourret, DG; Dorothy Ann Drake, SK; Sandra Kohn, DDD; Cathryn Kyle, DG; Carol Leggate, KKG; Linda Mann, SK; Lona Lee Olsen, DG; Priscilla Quick, AP; Mary Kay Renier, KKG; Barbara Rollins, KAT; Deborah Schaffer, AP; Mary Sheehy, AP; Kathleen Valentine, DG.
BONNER: Susan Downerich, DDD.
BUTTE: Cathy Haser, KAT; Kathryn Kautzman, KKG; Jane Kirby, KKG; Sally Martinsen, KAT; Patricia O'Sullivan, KKG; Georganna Schara, KAT; Karen Ulrich, DG; Susan Wedin, KKG.
CHINOOK: Carole King, AP.
CHOTEAU: Barbara Cole, AP.
CIRCLE: Marcia Boyum, DG.

COLUMBUS: Dee Phillips, KAT.

DENTON: Dorenda Peterson, DDD.

DILLON: Marilyn Broman, AP; Judy Seidensticker, DG.

ENNIS: Carol Maynard, AP.

EUREKA: Jean Bolen, AP.

FAIRFIELD: Deborah Andrews, DG; Kathryn Holyoak, DDD.

GERALDINE: Lachlan Murphy, DDD; Nila Nichols, DDD.

GLASGOW: Judy Irle, DG.

GLENDIVE: Korinne Whitney, KKG.

GREAT FALLS: Constance Bauer, DG; Sandi G. Cook, KKG; Linda Curry, KKG; Linda Dismore, DG; Marcia Eidel, DG; Michelle McMeel, KKG; Patricia McMeel, KKG; Suzanne Minor, SK; Suzie Schell, KAT; Sally Stapp, KAT, Jan Throckmorton, KKG.

HAMLET: Barbara Shonkwiler, AOP; Susan Thrailkill, KKG.

HAVRE: Sandra J. Cook, DDD; Gale Schubring, AOP.

HELENA: Eileen Ames, DG; Amy Harper, KKG; Molly Harrison, KAT; Barbara Hurni, KKG; Helen Lucking, DG; Gail Morgan, DDD; Pamela Olson, KKG; Cathryn Pike, DG; Sheri Sautter, DG; Patricia Sullivan, DDD; Mary Tobin, DDD; Julie Welstead, SK; Frances Willard, KKG; Mary Kay Wilson, DG.

INVERNESS: Janice Peterson, SK.

KALISPELL: Rhonda Ryder, KAT.

LAUREL: Mary George, DG.

LIVINGSTON: Sharon Douglas, DDD; Alexandra Allen, SK.

MISSOULA: Jeanne Anderson, KAT; Candice Boyer, KAT; Kathy Briggeman, DG; Colleen Campbell, KAT; Gayle Evans, AP; Sandra Ford, AP; Shirley Gronberg, DG; Michal Hall, AP; Beverly Hejtmank, DDD; Nancy Hoon, AP; Karen Huth, DG; Dee Mahrt, AP; Donna McKinsey, KKG; Marcia Manning, DDD; Patricia Mobley, KKG; Janet Olson, KAT; Cheryl Ouse, KKG; Mary Jean Ranberg, AP; Betsy Schmoll, KKG; Roberta Smith, DG; Karen Strom, AP; Linda Taylor, AP; Bette Tomlinson, KAT; Helen Vynck, DDD; Jennifer Wagner, KKG; Sylvia Wagner, SK; Linda Weikel, DDD; Kristine Whitt, AP, Linda Wollschlaeger, SK.
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MILES CITY: Kathryn Benge, DDD; Linda Zignego, AP.
MELROSE: Jean Wilhelm, AP.
STEVENSVILLE: Sallie Fitzgerald, AP; Leslie Hamilton, AP.
SHELBY: Maxine Mallette, DDD.
THOMPSON FALLS: Genelle Sund, AOP.
TOWNSEND: Deborah Holland, AP; Christine Ragen, DDD.
TROY: Janet Cripe, DDD.
WILSALL: Cindy Watt, DDD.
WOLF POINT: Patricia Penner, KAT.

CANADA

LETHBRIDGE, ALBERTA: Barbara Meredith, AP.

CALIFORNIA

GLENDALE: Patricia Altwein, KAT.
NEWPORT BEACH: Linda Nissen, AP.
NORTHRIDGE: Barbara Blomgren, DG.
OAKLAND: Kristine Buljan, DDD.
SACRAMENTO: Mary McGrath, AP; Mary Mays, KAT.
VALLEJO: Eileen Ferrari, KKG.

COLORADO

BRIGHTON: Marilyn Eiland, AP.

DELAWARE

WILMINGTON: Sharon Speck, DDD.

HAWAII

HONOLULU: Maureen Sullivan, DG.

IDAHO

BOISE: Christine Cline, DDD.
IDAHO FALLS: Carol Carey, DDD.
KENTUCKY

   MARION: Mary Jane Cook, SK.

MINNESOTA

   DULUTH: Martha Mars, AP.
   EDINA: Sheryl Lafferty, KKG; Susan Perkins, KKG; Georgiana Sharne, KKG; Linda Stillwell, KKG.
   MARIETTA: Janet Kruse, DDD.

NORTH DAKOTA

   FARGO: Georgia Goff, KKG.

WASHINGTON

   SEATTLE: Mary Richardson, KAT.
   SPOKANE: Jane Fellows, DG.
   TACOMA: Peggy Clapp, DG.
   WENATCHEE: Linda Thomson, AP.
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